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	Essentials of Online payment Security and Fraud Prevention (Essentials Series), 9780470638798 (0470638796), John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Doing business online is no longer an oddity, but the norm, and
	companies desiring to remain competitive have to maintain
	some form of online presence. Doing business online means a
	company has to be able to efficiently, reliably, and securely take payments
	from consumers and other merchants. This book is written to
	provide the essential information companies need to find, assess, and
	select the right fraud management options they will need for their
	electronic commerce (e-commerce) channels.


	As an essentials guide, the depth of coverage is intended to provide
	an introduction and working knowledge of e-commerce payments and
	fraud. This book provides the basic concepts around payment flow and
	management as well as the ways fraud is perpetrated, along with writeups
	that define and provide best practices on the most commonly used
	fraud-prevention techniques. This book will not go into any detailed
	strategy design because strategies are proprietary and, once made public,
	are rendered obsolete.


	Payments and fraud go hand and hand. Fraud is nothing new to the
	merchant. Since the beginning of time, man has always looked for the
	opportunity to defraud others—to gain goods or services without making
	payment. For the e-commerce channels, fraud is a part of doing
	business, and is something that is always a challenge. The merchants that
	are the best at preventing fraud are the ones that can adapt to change
	quickly.
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Mastering PerlO'Reilly, 2007
This is the third in O'Reilly's series of landmark Perl tutorials, which started with Learning Perl, the bestselling introduction that taught you the basics of Perl syntax, and Intermediate Perl, which taught you how to create re-usable Perl software. Mastering Perl pulls everything together to show you how to bend Perl...

		

Introduction to Linear Optimization and Extensions with MATLAB® (Operations Research Series)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Filling the need for an introductory book on linear programming that discusses the important ways to mitigate parameter uncertainty, Introduction to Linear Optimization and Extensions with MATLAB® provides a concrete and intuitive yet rigorous introduction to modern linear optimization. In addition to fundamental topics,...



		

Wavelet Image and Video Compression (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 1998
`This is a very well-organized and useful reference  book for those who are new to wavelet image and video coding.'  
  Journal of Electronic Imaging, 9:2 (2000) 
     
An exciting new development has taken place in the digital era  that has captured the imagination and talent of...




	

Mastering the Raspberry PiApress, 2014

	You probably already know that the Raspberry Pi is an excellent teaching tool. If you want to teach Linux basics or Python programming or basic electronics, it's a great place to start. But what if you are an electronics engineer or a Linux systems administrator or a very experienced maker? You want to know all of the details and inner...


		

Xcode 4 Unleashed (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Xcode 4 Unleashed! This book shows you

	how to use Apple’s integrated development environment to

	make great products with the least effort.





	Xcode 4 is the descendant of a family of development tools

	dating back nearly 20 years to NeXT’s ProjectBuilder. It

	started as a text editor, a...

		

MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-686): Windows 7 Desktop AdministratorMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-686, the required exam for the MCITP: Windows 7, Desktop Administrator certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft® study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed with the tools...
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